Science & Nature
1) According to Apollo Astronauts, the moon smells like;
A) Cheese
C) Gunpowder

B) Coffee
D) Petrol

2) The plant and skin of this fruit can cause contact dermatitis and other symptoms
of poison ivy
A) Kiwi
C) Mango

B) Pomegranate
D) Papaya

3) Chocolate contains theobromine and a little caffeine. A 1-ounce square of
chocolate has as much caffeine as:
A) Half a can of coke
C) A cup of regular coffee

B) A glass of iced tea
D) A cup of de-caf coffee

4) Which contains the least caffeine?
A) Cup of coffee
C) A cup of green tea

B) A shot of expresso
D) A cup of black tea

5) All of these animals move very quickly, but which is the fastest?
A) Cheetah
C) Horsefly

B) Peregrine Falcon
D) Black Marlin

Fun fact - While the cheetah is the fastest land animal, it only runs at 68-75 mph. The peregrine falcon is the
fastest animal on this list, clocking flight as high as 389 km/h or 242 mph

6) Every person is different, but just how much do you differ, genetically, from other
humans?
A) 25%
C) 0.1%

B) 10%
D) 2%

Fun Fact – Generally between 0.1% - 1%, so, we share at least 99% of your DNA with any other person
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7) Lobster blood is blue once it is exposed to air. What colour is it inside a living
lobster?
A) Blue
C) Red

B) Clear
D) Yellow

Fun fact - The blue colour of lobster blood comes from copper-based hemocyanin, but it isn't blue until it's
exposed to air. It's also found in spiders and certain other arthropods.

8) Scientist have studied public restroom stall use. The toilet used the least may have
fewest germs. Which stall is this?
A) 1st door on left
C) Any middle door

B) 1st door on right
D) Furthest from the entrance

9) What is an Olm?
A) A baby dragon
C) A unit of electrical resistance

10)

B) An aquatic salamander
D) An ancient tree

What creatures do farmers in Kenya often use to deter elephants?
A) Bees
C) Mice
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B) Dogs
D) Alpacas

